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previous statistical studies of the
book of mormon may have been
too technical for many lay readers
but roger kellers book of mormon authors has greater appeal
and should inform and inspire both
casual and serious scholars keller
admits that his work is not finished and he encourages others to
undertake similar studies particularly studies of how book of mormon authors use synonyms for the
terms he identifies such a study of
synonyms would lead readers into
m
even more nuances of meaning iin
their reading of this ancient text

gary L hatch

the rhetoric of david 0 mckay
by richard N armstrong peter
lang 1993

the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints experienced exceptional worldwide growth and
public recognition during the presidency of david 0 mckay this
book by an assistant professor at
wichita state university is a study
of president mckays rhetorical
appeal to both members and non
members and a look at the role he
played in creating a positive public
image of the church
the author suggests that president mckays timely messages
such as no other success can compensate for failure in the home
filled the needs of many people
non
members and nonmembers
members alike
his clarion call every member a
missionary not only inspired the
LDS community to accelerate their

missionary effort but also motivated

non
nonmembers
leam more about
members to learn
the church consequently church
membership rose dramatically
during his presidency 1950 71
because the book is written for a
non LDS academic audience it also
includes chapters explaining the
importance of general conference
to church membership and how
latter day saints fit into the christian community
all readers will appreciate the
positive effect president mckays
exceptional rhetorical skills had on
the churchs
churche public image and growing church membership but latter
day saints will also finish the book
with the conviction that the lord
calls his leaders when their talents
are most needed
beth hamilton

voices of old testament prophets
26th annual sidney B sperry
the 26tb
symposium compiled by the
1997 sidney sperry symposium
committee deseret book 1997

the 26th annual sperry symposium centered on various old test-

ament prophets especially the
little known figures and obscure
ilves interesting defives
lives
events in their hives
tails and analyses are included
often for the first time in LDS
circles for example on the men
toring of jethro the rebellion of
korah the stability of the prophets
in the exile the saviors referred to
by obadiah the hopeful stories
of habakkuk and abigail and the
blessings of the temple in the ministry of haggai more familiar themes

